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I	fled by the observation.   However, the constant factor before
\	.                                       RT
I	the logarithm was not found at •—.   It always possessed a
tf	larger and somewhat variable value.
|	Haber and Russ l therefore changed the original formula to
i
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E = x ( -t;— In -77-" — const.).
This expression was substantiated by experience when the
influences of diffusion were avoided as much as possible. The
factor x appears as a function of the electrode condition
It would lead too far to enlarge upon the meanings of the
factor x which were discussed by Haber arid Russ.2
c. Nummary of the Theories.
Tho two theories of Nernst and Haber above mentioned seem
to contradict one another in important points. The electrical
speed of reaction in the diffusion theory (Nernst) is directly a
speed of diffusion; Haber's formula holds good only in case the
diffusion is excluded as much as possible.
The contradiction is only an apparent one, and the difference
between the theories lies in the hypotheses. The measurement
of the speeds of reaction depends upon the conditions of the
experiment. If the reaction between two components of re-
action actually takes place instantaneously, we can vary the
time of reaction entirely at will by the period of time during
which we add one of the components. If the latter is used up
with immeasurable rapidity, the measured velocity of reaction
muflt naturally always remain proportional to the added quan-
tity of the reaction components. The Nernst theory is based on
relations in which this subsequent delivery "m effected only by the
diffusion, the reacting agent furnished by the current being
1	ZtMhr. f phy*. Chamie 47, 204 (1004).
2	Cf, atari; Hum, Concerning Reaction Accelerations and Reaction Retar-
dations in Electric Reductions and Oxidations.    Ztschr. f. phys. Chemie 44,
641 (1003)    Hoe also the chapter on electrode material

